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Vintage, 2005. Book Condition: New. Brand New, Unread Copy in Perfect Condition. A+ Customer
Service! Summary: "Resonates with a devastating and bitter irony. . . . Heinemann writes about the
workingman's Vietnam, exceptional for its bleak, shared, unexceptional reality. This is the war, no
question, and there is no escape." The Philadelphia Inquirer "Larry Heinemann is . . . the grunt's
novelist of the Vietnam War. His is the storytelling of a life and death between the laager and the
treeline, a life of dirt, fear, dope, alcohol, brutality, curses, and evil." -- The Washington Post Book
World " Paco's Story deserves a place among the best Vietnam war novels." Providence Sunday
Journal "Larry Heinemann tells this story as if talking aloud, at times a hip, cynical patter that
contains the bitterness Paco never speaks. . . . A fiction that rings truer than factual accounts." --
The Boston Globe "Even if Platoon were a great movie instead of just a good one, I don't think it
would approach the lingering emotional effects of Paco's Story . I shook Platoon after one day; I still
haven't shaken the novel." - Chicago Sun-Times "Do not read Paco's Story unless you are...
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The book is great and fantastic. It is rally exciting throgh reading time period. I am pleased to let you know that this is basically the greatest ebook i
actually have go through inside my very own life and may be he best book for possibly.
-- Mr . Hym a n Ankunding  DDS-- Mr . Hym a n Ankunding  DDS

It is really an incredible ebook that we have actually go through. I actually have go through and i also am sure that i am going to likely to read again again
in the foreseeable future. Your way of life period will be convert the instant you complete reading this article pdf.
-- Pr of . Adr a in Rice-- Pr of . Adr a in Rice
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